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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the problem of multi target detection that appears inside clutter cloud which represent the worst radar environments by using constant false alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm, in order to achieve maximum probability of detection with constant false alarm rate, to detect target in such environments it need to construct robust constant false alarm (CFAR) algorithm that excise the target spikes from CFAR window and deal with clutter edges in order to give best possible estimation to the noise background. Modified cell averaged (CA-CFAR) is analyzed and compared with Two important algorithms which are cell averaged (CA-CFAR) and ordered statistics (OS-CFAR) algorithms in additional to the modified CA-CFAR algorithm. All these algorithms were simulated with mat lab and applied them to matlab clutter test model that represent different radar environment cases. Tradeoff among these algorithms depending on their responses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of the radar receiver is greatly dependent on the presence of noise. Receiver has to achieve constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and maximum probability of target detection in order to detect. The signal returns from other electromagnetic reflecting sources referred to as interfering targets or unwanted echoes (clutter) from the ground, sea, rain or chaff and another electromagnetic wave reflecting source that interfere with the echo signal of the desired target. Since the clutter-plus-noise power not known at any given location, a fixed-threshold detection scheme cannot apply to detect the targets echo signal from the radar returns in individual range cells if the false alarm rate is to be controlled. An attractive class of schemes can be used to overcome the problem of clutter and to maintain the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) processing schemes that set the threshold adaptively based on local information of total noise power.

Adaptive threshold technique based on the assumption that the probability density function of the noise known except for a few unknown parameters. The surrounding reference cells used to estimate the unknown parameters, and adaptive threshold value will be obtained. From experimental data, the clutter backscattering coefficient (effective echoing area) can be modelled the Rayleigh, exponential, the Weibull distribution or other depending on type of clutter. If the clutter returns are Raleigh envelope distributed, and they assumed identically distributed with the thermal noise, this constitutes the simplest clutter model. Sometimes the environment in which radar operates depends on factors that may yield statistically non-stationary signals with unknown variance at the receiver input. This non-homogeneous environment with clutter edge and non-uniform environments with unwanted multi interfering targets spikes need robust CFAR
algorithm to deal with clutter edge and excise unwanted targets spikes from the background noise estimation to achieve primary wanted targets detection.

Many methods and algorithms used to deal with non-homogeneous and non-uniform environments, rohling designed ordered statistics (OS-CFAR) that considered novel idea and the beginning of many methods that based on that algorithm [1], such as trimmed mean (TM-CFAR) and censored mean level detector (CMLD-CFAR) [2]. After that new attitude to examine, the radar environment before applying suitable CFAR circuit established, and other attitude to use combination of CFAR methods together with selection criteria, to choose appropriate method according to the assumed environment such as variable indexed (VI-CFAR) [3]. Almost no CFAR algorithms dealt with multi target inside the clutter cloud. They did not propose this worst radar environments to happen, therefore it required robust algorithm to deal with this situation. It required very complex algorithm for the worst radar environment that need complex hardware with high processing time or may use two stage-censoring algorithm that make it impractical for real time applications. All of these algorithms may handle this situation with expense of hardware complexity that expense high processing time that make these algorithms unsuitable for radar real time applications.

New algorithm concept was necessary to overcome the high processing time problem and hardware complexity to use with radar real time applications. With a new idea that is suggested to excise the largest sample from leading and lagging accumulator (that summing leading and lagging samples)

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The main aim of this project is to construct new CFAR algorithm that can deal with clutter edge problem and able to solve multi-target problem. In addition, to evaluate this new suggested algorithm by constructing matlab test model to represent worst radar environment after simulated the proposed algorithm with matlab and apply it to matlab test model. Similarly, simulate the other CFAR famous algorithm in the procedures and apply to the same test model to trade off for choosing the algorithm that has the best response. Moreover, evaluate these algorithms depending on the processing time needed for radar real time applications. Construct mathematical modeling to the new designed algorithm.

2.1. Test Protocol

Matlab testing procedures for proposed method as shown in Figure 1.

![Matlab testing procedures for proposed method](image)

Figure 1. Matlab testing procedures for proposed method

2.2. The CA-CFAR and OS-CFAR Algorithms

The CA-CFAR family is shown in Figure 2. If the average of the surrounding reference cells used to estimate the background noise, then cell averaged CA-CFAR constructed, if the greater from leading reference window samples summation and the lagging reference window samples summation the greater of GO-CFAR constructed, and if the smaller between them selected the smaller of SO-CFAR constructed. The reference window constructed from one sample cells comes from analogue sampler for radar range echo signal transferred to digital code by analogue to digital convertor [3]. Ordered Statistics OS-CFAR algorithm
is proposed for multi-target problems and need prior knowledge of the number of targets expected. The algorithm contains three steps: the first step ranks order of the reference cells where the samples sorted in ascending order and in the second step it estimates the interference power as equal to the kth sample in ordered sequence. As J=predetermined number of targets and M=total number of reference cells that ranked according to their input level, then the only condition for OS-CFAR family to work properly is to choose the rank of the samples which their rank is less than (or equal) the result of subtracting the number of targets from the total number of reference cells (K=M-J). Split sorting process for leading split of the reference window separately and lagging window as shown in Figure 3. And when the greater from leading and lagging selected the greater of ordered statistics GOOS-CFAR constructed, and when smaller selected smaller of ordered statistics SOOS-CFAR constructed [1, 4] as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 2](image1.png)
Figure 2. Block diagram of the CA-CFAR family processors

![Figure 3](image2.png)
Figure 3. Block diagram of the OS-CFAR processor

![Figure 4](image3.png)
Figure 4. Block diagram of GOOS-CFAR and SOOS-CFAR processors
2.3. Construct New Algorithm

The principle of this algorithm, modified CA-CFAR is to censor the strongest spike from leading reference cells and the strongest from lagging cells by using successive comparison technique that is not used before instead of rank and sort process in order to lessen processing time for radar real time applications that is need time reduction. The new algorithm constructed by three stages:

The first stage, serial input parallel output shift register is composed of M reference cells, which surround the cell under test located at the shift register centered tap. Range samples are sent serially into shift registers which contain M/2 leading reference cells and M/2 lagging reference cells and the cell under test. This window (M+1) moves along the time duration between two pulses until the entire cell tested.

The second stage, is two parallel processing circuits, the first is two accumulator summing circuits for the leading and the lagging windows. The second circuit is the two maximum sample lock circuits in the leading and the lagging windows. The maximum sample selected from leading and lagging window will be subtracted from the sum of samples in each half of the window.

The third stage, the result averaged and go the selection stage that select either the mean of the leading plus lagging window to construct the modified CA-CFAR, or select minimum or maximum of the leading and lagging to construct the modified SO-CFAR and the modified GO-CFAR respectively. As shown in the following Figure 5.

![Figure 5. modified CA-CFAR family](image)

2.4. Essential Factors in Simulation Process

To test these methods, radar environments will be created with models and each algorithm is applied separately to these models to examine the behavior of each of them in the worst radar environments and other environments. There are two factors of special importance when dealing with CFAR-algorithms which are the Size of Window (M) and closely separated targets. When M increased, the CFAR loss in a stationary noise background monotonically decreases, together with an increased hardware complexity. Also, with increasing in M an inevitable violation will occur of the inherent assumption that the noise samples are identically distributed over the reference window which is used to estimate the noise in the cell under test. Therefore, in a nonhomogeneous environment CFAR penalty sometimes increases with larger for large M. Also, the likelihood that an interfering target or a ‘spiky’ clutter return has entered the reference window is obviously larger for larger M [4, 7]. And in closely separated target’s situation, another interfering target lies within the reference cells with the primary target (concerned target) the threshold is raised and detection of the primary target is seriously degraded. Sometimes closely separated targets called dense target environment, for example for a radar with a compressed pulse width of 1us and CFAR window with 16-cells on each side of the test cell and if two targets are within one antenna beam width and are separated in range less than 100m the described suppression effect occurs. When clutter cloud appears within reference window the threshold value will rise and the probability of detection degraded, the larger length of clutter cloud (L) means more cell in the clutter cloud [5], and if clutter cloud with high power that give the probability of some small targets to immerse in that cloud. Also, if clutter cloud merged with multi targets the detection problem become more complicated, the worst radar environments when multi targets centered in clutter cloud [8-10].
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2.5. Weibull Probability Density Function

CFAR procedures are originally developed using a statistical model of uniform background noise. However, this is not representative of real situations because it is impossible to describe all radar working conditions by a single model. For that reason, three different models with clutter clouds and stationary targets are chosen in different critical cases to make comparison between different CFAR procedures at the uniform clutter, clutter edges, and multiple target environments [11-13].

The entire 300 echo samples were generated by using Matlab from Weibull cumulative density function CDF that represented by (1).

If $x$ is the amplitude of the output voltage, the Weibull CDF is

$$Q(x) = 1 - e^{(-\frac{x}{b})^a}$$

(1)

The Weibull probability density function PDF (which is the derivative of CDF)

$$p(x) = \left(\frac{x}{b}\right)^{a-1} e^{(-\frac{x}{b})^a}$$

(2)

These samples have Weibull PDF at constant skewness (shape) parameter (which is usually taken equal to 2), and it is known from (2) that with skewness (shape) parameter equal to 2 the Weibull PDF will take the form of Rayleigh PDF which is used in Matlab. Therefore, one can use Rayleigh distributed data for calculating multiplier factor to both OS-CFAR and CA-CFAR families [7, 14, 15].

The targets in these models are assumed to be Marcum targets (non-fluctuation) and the clutter cloud in each model always combines two clutter edges [16-18].

2.6. The Testing Model

The CFAR algorithm is tested by testing model that constructed from Multi targets that have different magnitudes and to make detection Procedure more complicated from the other models the multi-target are merged with clutter cloud and there is also closely separated targets which are located in different places. For more details there are 20dB at 40th and 50 dB at 50th and 30 dB at 45th and 55th cell positions from 100th to 200th cell clutter cloud which is centered by five closely Targets (2-30dB, 2-40dB, 70dB) respectively, and there is one target 40 dB Magnitude at 230th cell centered between two targets with 20dB magnitude locations 225th and 235th cell respectively, as shown in Figure 6 [19, 20].

The CFAR algorithms deal with four situations, multi target, clutter cloud, multi targets located inside clutter. In this model three regions shown: Closely separated multi targets merged with noise, multi targets cantered in clutter cloud representing the worst radar environments.

![Figure 6. The test model](image-url)

2.7. Applying Matlab Simulated CFAR Algorithms

The response of the CA-CFAR family to the test model as shown in Figure 7 and that family contained SO-CFAR and GO-CFAR, Figure 7 shows: GO-CFAR could only detect the strongest target, and fail to detect other targets. CA-CFAR also detects only the strongest target, and fails to detect other
targets and also shows bad responses to the clutter edge. SO-CFAR detects all targets, but fall inside the clutter cloud.

OS-CFAR family give better response as shown in Figure 8: The targets are detected successfully, but the leading and falling clutter edge is missed by OSSO-CFAR while OS-CFAR misses only the falling clutter edge. It is shown clearly that OSGO-CFAR detects all the targets and did not affect with the Clutter – edge problem. The output of OSGO-CFAR is larger than OSSO-CFAR and OS-CFAR which means a larger loss in S/N ratio. The response of the OS-CFAR family to the test model and shows some progress from the response of CA-CFAR family, especially OSGO-CFAR that shows good response but with great loss. But it needed very high processing time because of sorting process of samples. On the other hand, from practical circuit design view OSGO-CFAR needs very high processing time and because of sorting process for the samples, it is very hard to implement in an electronic circuit. The OS-CFAR family takes larger window size (M=48), making the difficulties in background estimation, the only condition for OS-CFAR family to work properly is to choose the rank of the samples which their rank is less than (or equal) the result of subtracting the number of targets from the total number of reference cells, that means he number of the targets must be known to give a good estimation to the background noise.

The response of modified CA-CFAR more stable when compare with the other two families since it can detect small targets and detect the two edge of clutter cloud successfully and has the perfect response to noise and less probability of false alarm with less complicated algorithm without sorting process and therefore less processing time and hardware. The modified CA-CFAR, the new algorithm suggested is applied to the testing model as shown in Figure 9.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
When applying CA-CFAR algorithm to the test model it will see from the Figure 7 that from CA-CFAR family only GO-CFAR can handle clutter edge in the model one and also in model two, while failing to handle clutter edge in test model. The OS-CFAR family has applied to the testing model as shown in figure (8) it behaved much better the CA-CFAR family in clutter edge and multi-target environment from especially OSGO-CFAR. OSGO-CFAR needs very high processing time and because of sorting process for the samples it is very hard to implement in an electronic circuit. Even OSGO-CFAR that needed only half processing time of OS-CFAR, the same hardware complexity of OS-CFAR sorting circuit is used. The modified CA-CFAR, the new algorithm suggested is applied to the testing model as shown in Figure 9, the proposed method showed superior response from other method especially in dealing with detecting multi targets centered in clutter cloud.

4. CONCLUSION
Almost all the CFAR algorithms didn't deal with multi target inside the clutter cloud. They did not propose this worst radar environments to happen, their algorithms yield good performance in clutter edge or multi target, but it required robust algorithm to deal with this situation. The most probable algorithm that may deal with this condition is CFAR method that uses two censoring stage first stages censor interfering targets and the second stage deal with clutter cloud. It assumes that multi target is not centered in clutter cloud so it may handle the problem if multi target merged with clutter (but not inside clutter) and may handle this situation with the expense of hardware complexity that take very high processing time which is unsuitable for radar real time applications. In order to solve the problem of target detection centered in clutter cloud which represent the worst radar environments, the algorithm of modified CA-CFAR will improve the performance of the airplane and ship navigation radar system. The algorithm could be used for preventing car collision system and avoid dangerous accidents with the real time CFAR algorithm. The algorithm could be used in the radar systems for highways recognition and limiting vehicle speed.
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